CONTACT US:

Phone: (952) 431-9708
Fax: (952) 431-9723
Email: info@NeuroTherapyNetwork.com
www.NeuroTherapyNetwork.com

Offering sustainable drug-free relief from pain.
Dear Prospective Patient,

Your doctor is one of a very select group of doctors in the area authorized to offer ARPwave Neuro Therapy remotely in the convenience of your home for anyone with any type of pain or restricted ROM.

ARPwave Neuro Therapy is a series of procedures which are patented for most conditions.

The Neuro Therapy Network focusses on on patients in pain of any kind.

ARPwave Neuro Therapy procedures can help most conditions without drugs unless you have:

- Pacemaker, ICD or Any Implanted Electrical Device
- History Of Blood Clots
- Pregnant

CONFIDENTIALITY:

The information contained herein is of a proprietary and confidential nature and is the exclusive property of Neuro Therapy Network. The information provided herein shall not be disclosed, supplied to any person, firm or business, or used for your own benefit or business unless such disclosure or use is authorized in writing by the sender.
REMOTE THERAPY

• Therapy in the convenience of your home covered by all insurance except government insurance. All therapy is done virtually over the internet with one of our therapists.

• We supply you $20,000.00 of our patented technology to use while doing treatment for therapy and recovery.

• You will have our therapist work with you daily for one hour and you will sleep with our patented technology and get 8 hours of therapy while sleeping.

• We make it easy, convenient and fun.

• You receive 180 hours of therapy which allows you to recover from your injury or surgery 80% faster than PT.

• No need to find rides to a therapy clinic.

• You can do therapy at home or in your office, whenever it’s convenient for you.

• You’ll save money on copays and gas.

• You’ll have more access to your therapist than you would in a clinic.

NEURO THERAPY BENEFITS:

• Neuro Therapy has been used by hundreds of thousands of patients with better than a 95% success at eliminating pain and atrophy.

• Neuro Therapy speeds up recovery from all injury or surgery.

• Neuro Therapy speeds up strength recovery after injury or surgery and eliminate atrophy.

• Neuro Therapy was once only available to elite professional athletes and high income executives.

• Neuro Therapy is now available to everyone and covered by all insurance except Medicare/Medicaid.
TESTIMONIALS:

ACTUAL PATIENT TESTIMONIALS:

Happy with the treatments! AFTER EACH TREATMENT I saw improvement and I felt stronger each day. Jen did a fantastic job and was very flexible with my schedule. Great experience!
David K
(Gave a 5 star Review)

So great! My recovery was so fast and I think it was faster because of ARPwave. The doctor was actually surprised at how well I recovered and the movement I have.
Kirk V
(Gave a 5 star Review)

The therapy seems to be helping me heal faster. I have been very happy with how things are going and opted for this treatment over the "traditional" physical therapy.
I started with Jen for my Achilles and am now with Christen for my hip and back.
Gertrude O
(Gave a 5 star Review)

The Neuro-Therapy was great! It was non-intrusive, and I would feel stronger week to week. Jen was great to work with. I'd recommend the treatment to others.
Nolan W
(Gave a 5 star Review)

This experience has been wonderful, and I have received so much pain relief in such a short period of time. I have and will continue to recommend this treatment to anyone.
Rosemarie H
(Gave a 5 star Review)
THE NEXT STEP:

TAKE THE FIRST STEP, TODAY!

There Is Only One Way You Will Ever Know If Neuro Therapy Can Help You And That Is To Try It!

Call our scheduling department now to set your appointment: (952) 431-9708

TOP ATHLETES USE NEURO THERAPY:

TOP ATHLETES WHO USE Neuro Therapy (partial list):

- 750 NFL players, 600 NHL players, 300 MLS players,
- 100 Olympians, 75 MLB players, 50 NBA players.

NBA: NBA: Dwayne Wade-Cleveland Cavaliers.
PGA: Scott Piercy, Peter Jacobsen.
SOCCER: Sebastian Giovinco (MLS MVP)-USC, Dimitri Berbatov-Manchester United.
TENNIS: Novak Djokovic.
OLYMPIC MEDALIST: Walter Dix.